STAFFING SOFTWARE

your
challenge,
our
technology
We drive you to the digital transformation of Human
Resources

who we are | company profile

Arca24 is an innovative software house that develops SaaS solutions for the human resources sector.
We define ourselves as an "HR Tech Factory" because we develop all our products internally, customizing the
solutions based on the specific needs of the customers.

The company was founded in 2013 by Gabriele Molteni, the CEO and founder of Arca24, who has 20 years of
experience in the HR sector, including 13 years in the staffing agency market.

We develop and implement innovative cloud software for:

staffing business
industry

corporate HR
department

COMPANY PROFILE
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Software releases
per year

+4k

Active users in the system

+20k
Development hours
per year

7M

Candidates managed in the database
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mission | main assets
disruptive technology
solutions
Cloud

security & data management

customer oriented

certifications

aptitude

Arca24 is ISO 9001: 2015 certified. Its suppliers are
ISO 27001, 27017 and 27018 certified.

Continuous development

User-friendly & Mobile responsive

Tailor-made solutions

Can be integrated with API

International expertise in HR field

Available in 6 languages

Team of multilingual professionals

AI CV Matching
Semantic compatibility
Soft skills matching

infrastructure
The infrastructure is located at a DigitalOcean data
center in Frankfurt, with a replica in Amsterdam.

lean-agile & digital mindset
A digital mindset, a "smart" and agile work environment
enable us to ensure high standards of efficiency and
quality for our customers.

computerised adaptive tests
compliance

Hard skills assessment

video recruiting
Video CV
Real-time Video interviews
On-demand video interviews

backup

ISO 9001 Certification

Arca24's customers are backed up twice a day and

In 2021, we completed the ISO 9001 certification

stored on an encrypted bucket.

process

100% GDPR compliant
Our services are compliant with the applicable
legislation on privacy and data security.
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our team | people centric

what inspires us
"The success of any organization comes through
the people who work within it.“
Gabriele Molteni CEO

what define us
33 employees
50% women and 50% men
Average age: 35 years
CCL Arca24 / OCST Syndicate
We wrote our Ethical code in 2020

work-life balance

environmental sustainability

corporate training

team building

We believe in hourly flexibility.

We contributes to ecological sustainability in

Every year at least 2% of the annual

The work environment offers

our activities and collaborates with customers

working hours are invested in training.

recreational areas, which help

to develop processes for the sustainable use of
resources.

employees to relax and feel at ease.
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software | staffing business industry
some of our clients

Ngage for temporary staffing

Ngage for permanent placement

Staffing Agencies Software

Staffing Agencies Software

Ngage is ideal for staffing agencies, consulting

Ngage supports Recruitment Companies, Head Hunting,

companies operating Time & Material and cooperative

Executive Search and Career Centers in the relationship

societies. It includes:

with the client and in research & selection:



front office



ATS



back office (developed for the markets: US, CH, IT UK)



CRM

membership
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software | corporate HR department

some of our clients

Talentum
Talent management Software

partner
Arca24's partner program was designed with the will to help our partners expand their business and increase
profitability on the respective reference markets thanks to our HR solutions.

Talentum enhances private and public companies recruitment by
reducing time-to-hire by 50% and allows you to manage
employees efficiently within a digital workspace.



ATS based on Artificial Intelligence



Onboarding of candidates and management of personal data



Employee performance management
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software | job board

JobApt

JobCourier

Job Board template Software

Swiss Job Portal with the best HR technology

JobAptis a turnkey job portal that allows Employment Agencies and

JobCourier is the ideal way to promote your company's open positions. The job

Recruitment Companies to publish job vacancies as well as search and

portal easily and directly connects companies with their potential candidates,

select candidates.

using the best HR technology on the market.



Customized template



Publication of job ads for 30 or 60 days



Integrated e-commerce solution



Resume bank



AI-based technology for CV matching and soft skills matching



Candidates pre screening
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solution | staffing business & corporate

1

Skillskan
AI web service

3

Data extraction

Data normalization and
semantic analysis

2
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Content classification

Indexing and matching

The semantic search engine is available as a web service and it contains
thousands of job descriptions.


It's able to read and classify documents such as CVs and job offers, to
understand the meaning of the texts and to rank the search results
automatically.



It's only necessary to upload via FTP protocol the candidate's CV you
would like to analyze or the content of the job offer.
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recruiting tools | e-commerce

SoftskillLab

ExaminLab

Online psychological testing platform

Hard skills testing platform

SoftskillLab allows you to draw up a precise profile of

Online adaptive testing platform that allows to assess the

the psychological style of the candidate or employee.

linguistic and professional skills of your candidates and

A growing test library to test soft skill, personality,

employees, born from Tests based on CAT technology

cognitive ability, psychological style, emotional

(Computerised Adaptive Tests) consist of asking questions

intelligence, memory and much more.

of increasing difficulty depending on the answers received.

CVideo
On-demand video interviews
Web-based platform for deferred video interviews,
which enables a digital selection of candidates.
It can be accessed from any device.

JobArch
Recruiting software for extra-European
countries
Talent acquisition software developed for SMEs, Staffing
agencies and recruitment companies of small sizes, that
effectively enables to improve recruitment processes.
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+41 91 210 89 31

Arca24.com SA
CH-6883 Novazzano

www.arca24.com

sales@arca24.com

